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The amazing energies of the Lion's Gate are active through August 12th.
We embrace and balance divine inner and outer creativity.
18 degrees Leo

The Angels of The Holy Temple,
of the
Physical Body
Also known as

The Angels
of

Mechebbera
Beloved,

We come before you and honor The Temple Divine,
the physical body,
the most perfect physical dwelling place of Divine Being
on Earth.
Our purpose and assignment is initiation of the
children of love in bringing forth splendor and divine majesty
of TRUE PHYSICAL PERFECTION
with clarity and perfect purity.
In this way heaven is anchored to all four elements
of fire/intentions, air/thoughts, water/emotions, and earth/sensations.
These four elements inform physical bodies,
which are divine vessels of highest divinity.
Vibrant organs, glands, bones, and blood,
and all parts of the Human Body

are manifestations of various divine qualities.
TRUE HEALTH remains in the body as
long as these divine virtues manifest in consciousness of spirit, mind,
emotions, and sensations.
As heaven is anchored on earth in physical perfection,
true spiritual morality brings
awe and wonder.
The majesty and splendor of divine being
fulfills original divine blueprints of perfection.
The original divine blueprints of perfection
create emotions of rapture and ecstasy of
all the divine qualities.
These emotions are compressed information
that the superconscious and subconscious minds open and unzip.
Miraculous effects on physical bodies occur.
"All that I do ye shall do and more."
"Death is the last enemy to be overcome."

Now is the time for heaven to manifest in the sons and daughters of
divine being.
"On earth as it is in heaven."

We help people realize that beauty, youth, and
health of body reflects beauty, youth, and health of emotions, mind, and
spirit.
We inspire you to realize
THAT WHAT IS AND,
IS NOT,
WORKING
IN YOUR DESIRES,
YOUR THOUGHTS,
and YOUR EMOTIONS,
DIRECTLY CORRELATES
TO WHAT IS OR IS NOT WORKING
IN YOUR BODY.
When you desire the highest good of all,
when you desire to think in divine perfection,
and radiate divine tangible feelings of happiness and joy,
then your body temple glows as an ashram of great beauty and
splendor.
"For I have not given you the spirit of fear,
but of joy,
and life everlasting."

Remember that Leo is the sign of electrical Omnipotent Divine
Will for the highest good of all.
"What you do unto the least of these,
you do unto me."

Especially remember that flowing
emotions of Divine Cosmic Love are magnetic manifestations of Divine
Will.

Divine Cosmic Love attracts the highest good of all into forms.
The Human Body emits biophotons, made from Light.
These biophotons commumicate through frequencies of light
just as the sun communicates through light.
Our hearts are the first to develop in the womb,
and emit and energy field throughout life that is over 5000 times
stronger than the brain alone.
This is just the magnetic power of the heart,
the electric power of the heart is thousands of times stronger than that.

"Love conquers all."
"One of the longest journeys anyone ever takes
is from the head to the heart."

The heart generates love, which is life itself,
sometimes referred to as plasma, or life force.
By intending, thinking, feeling and sensing love
and the highest good of all happening
with the conscious mind centered in the heart,
the superconscious and subconscious minds
become faithful servants
in manifesting miracles
with ease.
"Ye must be as little children to enter the kingdom of heaven."

It is important that we retain our trust and innocence of the inner child.
The frequencies emanating from the constellation Leo
are the frequencies of the inner child self.
This self is pure and holy.
No matter what imperfections have occurred,
this inner holy child consciousness will heal in the presence of divine
love.
By giving thanks for all things,
even that which is imperfect,
a field of nonresistance is established.
"Give thanks for all things, for that is my will concerning you."
"All things work for good to those who believe."

All things in all elements are energies.
By giving thanks for these energies, regardless of what they are,
and intending for the highest good of all,
transformation and transmutation of the highest order occurs.
Energy is mutable.
Energy changes through the purification and powers of divine love
desiring the highest good of all concerned.
"Test me, try me, let me fight your battles for you."
"Ask and you shall receive."
"We are all one.

Another of the greatest discoveries in science
is the effect thoughts and emotions have on water.
Our bodies, on a microcosmic level, are 99 percent water.
Lliving water is a key to divine immortality
and perfection of all form.
Dr. Emotos research and discovery concerning water is
one of the biggest on our lifetime.
Every particle of water on this planet, whether it is from a mud
puddle, an orange, a grape, or a human body,
every single particle has a crystal structure inside of it.
Crystals absorb emotions and your energy.

Every crystal inside of ourselves and every crystal on this planet
absorbs desires, thoughts, emotion, feelings, and sensations.
Crystals share information (energy)
and when a person vibrates with divine will for the highest good of all,
divine thoughts, divine emotions, and divine sensations,
then particles of water of the body vibrate these same frequencies.
This affects the entire creation in beneficial ways,
both the inner creation of self,
and outer creations of others.
For example, if tangible feelings in the body flow freelyand emotions of
being loved
and loving are not cut off, the heart remains strong and blood flows
freely.
If feelings are blocked because of fear,
and loving emotions are inadequate,
the physical heart becomes weak, or breaks.
If fluidity of loving desires and thoughts are stopped,
vibrant flows of electrical energy to the heart is progressively weakened.

If this is allowed to continue, the end result is risk of a
physical difficulty with the heart, perhaps even heart attacks.
In addition to this, if loving emotions are stopped, the desire to live
diminishes, and the subconscious mind increasingly signals the
immune
system to welcome the change called death.
Love is a frequency that transforms all other frequencies.
By restoring love so that a person
feels safe and strong,
and allows powerful magnetic emotions to flow
with safety and ever more unconditional love,
he or she attracts and welcomes powerful
healing changes in their own body temple.
Deep restful dreamless sleep,
between intermittent beautiful dreams,
results from loving feelings.
That is why we inspire immediate healing of any painful tangible
feelings in the body
as they come up in day to day life.
Painful feelings and experiences come from the lack of love,
By radiating unconditional love to all the elements,
regardless of whether they are already perfect or have been wounded,
then any lack of love in spirit, mind, emotions, or form heals,
and perfection becomes more perfect.

Deep dreamless sleep produces periods of unity with pure being,
which
manifests in the waking state
as feelings of the omnipresence of the Divine in all life.
From this state of unity,
"I and the Father are ONE."

a person follows in the footsteps of the enlightened ones,
and experiences omnipresent, omnipotent, omniscient divine being.
In this state of awareness,
the spine stands tall and flexible.

In contrast, if a person feels burdened by life
stiffened by emotions of fear,
and experiences separation from others and from Divine Being,
shoulders curl over and the spine becomes stiff.
If Divine Being is clearly perceived in everything that is seen,
the eyes love what they see, and focuses in delight so that they remain
sharp.
In this case all is perceived through eyes of love,
and the power of love and loving cognition
continually showers transmutation of what is seen.
However, if a person does not perceive the omnipresence
of Divine Being in everything, then judgment, fear, separation, and
other negative thoughts and emotions attract situations that are like
nightmares of imperfection.
In this case the eyes do not like what they
see, and gradually grow dim and eventually refuse to focus.
Flowing emotions of health, youth and associated attunements to
immortality are
birthrights of every child of light and love.
As it was written....the last enemy to be overcome is death.
Flowing emotions of divine love of life,
of gratitude for life,
of the splendor and majesty of Divine Being in life,
attract manifestations of eternal life in form.
In a nutshell, remember that depressed or angry desires, thoughts, and
emotions
result in associated loss of love of life,
and these unhappy
emotions correspond to degeneration of the body.
With negative emotions the body gets the message that death is
desirable.
If there is sickness,
the most important action to take
is impregnating the four levels of awareness
with divine virtues,
which result in sensations of beauty and unity with divine light,
promoting healing or spontaneous remissions.
Enlightenment allows health to permanently manifest.

When you activate our assistance in your life or others,
be prepared to heal and birth into awareness
THE DWELLER
IN THE TEMPLE,
which is a person's true and transcendent self.
"If to thine own self be true,
you cannot be false to any man."

This is your original divine immortal blueprint, and is your true identity
and reality as a
child of God made in the image and likeness of The Divine.
Beautiful frequencies create patterns of light in the photons emitted by
the healthy body.

Such patterns, such as the merkaba vehicle,
are well documented in modern, sacred and ancient science.
Be prepared to embrace and heal with unconditional all
encompassing love all emotional wounding of the past.
Flow wounded emotions with compassion, forgiveness, thanksgiving for
what has been learned,
whenever they come up,
until they transform and become love.
Most present time wounded emotions originate in earlier emotional
traumas.
By allowing present time upsetness to flow, and
asking the cellular memory of the body to let you re-experience these
emotions all the way back to the first time you ever felt them in this

lifetime, you can see that these old wounded feelings caused repeating
patterns
of inharmony throughout life.
These original painful feelings were normal and
appropriate at earlier times in life during traumatic situations.
Healing these feelings, as quickly as possible,
allows the body to stay young and vital.
As you ride or surf deep inner
woundedness back to the original sources, validate yourself and how
you
felt and reacted in these earlier times with empathy and love.
In deep meditation, ask Divine Love to heal everyone and everything
concerned in
these emotional and physically traumatic events.
Vividly imagine this
healing happening, changing fate, and feel emotions of wonder and
relief
of this happening.
The emotions heal this way.
First embrace what is already there in meditation,
then recreate all to be life giving once again.
As this is done, accompanying negative beliefs about reality
that were formed from these negative events and emotions heal.
Permanent healing changes now occur on a cellular level.
This is well documented by science, that dramatic chemical changes
occur in the body
when beautiful strengthening emotions flow.
Emotions contain more
information, in a non-verbal form, than books and books could contain.
When emotions change and heal, the new healed information activates
DNA so that amazing divine changes occur naturally in the physical.

Your real authentic original self is a divine child, beloved of Heaven.
We, the angels of The Holy Temple, are ecstatic in our love
for your physical perfection that you are in truth.
We inspire meditation upon the following divine virtues so that your
body may
reflect the splendor of Heaven.
M The sound of this letter in the
ancient language is the sound of emotion, water, fluidity and change.
Emotion is the magnetic feminine power that attracts realities into form
out of the infinite potential of the quantum field.
Each human body
reflects the emotion of the spirit that inhabits it, and the ability to
read the unique appearance of each body reveals the unique emotional
reality of its indwelling spirit.
By changing the emotional reality, the
human body also changes.
This divine virtue of emotion is the water
element, so it has the sensation of coolness. Its color is blue-green,
its musical note is D, and the abdomens of all the children of God were
formed by this virtue.
EThe sound of this letter is the sound of
omnipresence, or the indwelling consciousness of God in all life.
By meditating on this virtue, a person unites individual consciousness with
Cosmic consciousness and becomes one with all life.
Use this meditation
in transferring higher states of consciousness onto another for the
purpose of healing their physical body temple.
The color of this virtue
is dark violet, the musical note is D, it is the akasha element which
has the sensation of God-penetrating-all. The spine is formed from this virtue.
Ch This is the sound of clarity and perfect purity,
of flowing divine emotions.

Use this virtue in conjunction
with the M and the E to heal yourself or another.
The color is light violet, the musical note is D-sharp, it has the sensation of
coolness
because it is the water element of emotion. The left leg is formed by this
virtue.
As you manifest the divine virtue within your own body
through being, will, intellect, emotions, and sensations, you
automatically manifest it in the outer universe through breath and intent.
E Divine Omnipresence allows you to unite as one with
everything in creation, and to control the emotions of yourself and others.
Use this virtue to flood the emotions of whoever you wish to
heal with the emotions of the divine virtues that manifest the splendor
and majesty of divine awareness.
B This sound is the sound of
universal life with all of its many polarities.
Mastering this letter
through meditation gives perfect control over will and emotion, and life and
death.
This virtue gives understanding of the necessity for
polarity, so that love can be unconditional and all encompassing.
Gods love is like the sun, it shines equally on the good and the bad alike.
..
This virtue has a light violet color, the musical note of A, and has the
sensation of weight since it is the earth element. The right eye is
created from this virtue.
B The understanding and mastery of polarity
gives the most profound wisdom and intuition regarding the truth of
Divine Consciousness in everything that exists.
By mastering unification with the virtue of polarity, perfect mastery
of will and feelings, and all other polarities, make possible many miracles.
E Attunement with Divine Consciousness in all life gives the faculty of
materialization and dematerialization.
R This sound is the sound of
freedom and independence.
The mastery of this virtue gives clear inner
guidance that is in complete harmony with Divine Providence, so no
mistake is ever made.
It has a golden color, the note of C, and
primarily is earth element, so it is felt with a sensation of weight.
The left nostril is formed from this virtue.
A The sound of this
letter, a soft A like a sigh, is the sound of the highest wisdom and
illumination that can be lavished upon a human being.
Mastering this virtue in meditation gives clairvoyance, clairaudience,
eloquence,
artistic and musical gifts, and the control over the element of air.
The color is light blue, the musical note is G, the sensation is ease since
it is the element of air, and the lungs are formed by it.
This enlivens the virtue of umlaut A, ae.
This is the virtue of the
mysteries of life and death and transformation.
It is the virtue of recognizing and releasing

imperfections back to Divine Being, for transformation into other
states that are the highest good of all.
The color is loamy brown,
musical note of C, and it has the sensation of weight since this is a
virtue of the earth element.
The anus is formed from this virtue.
The melody of our name is D, D, D+, D, A, A, D, C, G, and C.
M-E-Ch-E-B-B-E-R-A

MIRACLES
Footnotes:

The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah, which is a
very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or
root, of three of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and
Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the
heavenly host in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels who work
with him or her. The being and the angels share the same name. This name
is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, or sections in
the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of Franz
Bardon. Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth
is referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN
3-921338-02-6, and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are
referenced from THE **KEY**TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have
very important information for these studies. The book " Initiation
into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the
Magician", gives historical background and was compiled by his German
publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.

Please feel free to share these messages.

To understand Universal Consciousness, and immortality, it is very
helpful to read the first three volumes of The Life and Teachings of the
Masters of The Far East by Baird Spalding
The first three volumes are field notes taken on a scientific expedition

to Nepal in the late 1800's.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law
over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen.
I give thanks
that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.

